“Old-fashioned craftsmanship practiced here.”
We believe in it and we live it…all the way through
your project to its final, perfect installation.

“Old-fashioned craftmanship”
takes on real live meaning
because of the constant
commitment and expertise
of our people.

Our creative staff
can help bring your
ideas to life or refine
final details until
they’re just right.

Our own installation crews
insure our “old-fashioned
craftsmanship” continues
all the way through to the
completion of your project.

ARCHITECTURAL WOODWORKING

We respond
quickly with complete
estimates that
accurately reflect
your specifications.
EXCEPTIONAL QUALITY

Yesterday’s Craftsmanship, Today’s Technology

800 North First St., PO Box 2297
Mount Vernon, WA 98273
Tel: (360) 336-9587
(800) 253-0253
Fax: (360) 336-5490
craigw@skagitarch.com
www.skagitarch.com

PRECISE MILLING

EXPERT INSTALLATION

If you’re obsessively nitpicky about quality
and downright adamant about on-time delivery...
we’re your kind of people.

Constant quality control make our products
stand the test of time…beautifully.

As a longtime manufacturer of
millwork, architectural casework
and architectural wood doors,
we have the expert knowledge
and skill you’d expect from doing
what we’ve done for so long.
Just like much of our competition.
But, we go two steps further:
We came to this work with a
background in construction and
our own expert crews perform
the installations.

Why are those things important?
Being part of the construction
side of things gave us a thoroughly
solid—often even instinctive—
understanding of what architects
and contractors are looking for.
We understand critical time lines
and truly accurate bids. We are
every bit as demanding of high
quality product as you are.
Even more so.
We set out to provide high-end
product for high-end commercial
and residential projects and
nothing has ever caused us to
change that focus. We have
earned the quality certification
“Premium” from the Architectural
Woodwork Institute and we adopt
strict quality control checks at
every stage of manufacture.

into the manufacturing. Nearly
alone within the industry, we
have our own highly qualified
installation crews on site to make
sure the entire woodwork package
is properly installed from the very
beginning. Craftsmen in their own
right, these skilled professionals
can make key decisions on site
and solve problems—if any—
at the time. You save installation
time and frustration, never having
to hear “That’s not my job” again.
Our high-quality product is never
compromised by poor-quality
installation.

But that’s only part of our unique
approach. We don’t consider a job
“done right” unless that same care
goes into the installation as went
Our longtime staff of skilled craftsmen
maintain a level of precision that is your
assurance of superior quality every time.

And, when you want your special project
finessed until it’s just the way you envisioned it...
we’re your kind of people.

Our state-of-the-art equipment allows us to
create multipes runs with exacting tolerances.

We are a full-service architectural
woodwork company offering a wide
variety of products and services.
We can manufacture any moulding
profile, in any wood, to fit your
most demanding projects.
We also offer design consultation
to help you achieve the exact look
you desire.
Easy to work with, second to
none for service and reliability,
premium work produced under
a fast turnaround…these qualities
distinguish our product and
our reputation.
From select architectural casework
details to complete woodwork
packages we have the experience
and the skill to do your job right.
Like we say…we’re your kind
of people.

Yesterday’s Craftmanship. Today’s Technology.
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GENERAL INFORMATION

Skagit Architectural Millwork is located
in Mount Vernon, WA, near the banks of
the Skagit River.

Significant Projects
■ SAFECO FIELD
■ NORDSTROM FLAGSHIP STORE

We are a full-service millwork company
providing custom architectural casework,
millwork and wood doors for commercial
and high-end residential projects.
Please feel free to call us to discuss ideas
for your project.

■ COLUMBIA LUTHERAN HOME
■ PUGET SOUND BLOOD CENTER
■ KING COUNTY
Regional justice center
■ UNIVERSITY OF WASHINGTON
■

Electrical Engineering &

■

Computer Science Bldg.

■

School of Medicine

■

Medical Center

■ CORIXA RESEARCH LABS
■ ST. BARBARA CATHOLIC CHURCH
■ CENTRAL WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY
You may contact us at:
800 North First Street,
PO Box 2297
Mount Vernon, WA 98273

Barge Hall Renovation
■ JUDSON PARK RETIREMENT CENTER
■ FRED HUTCHINSON
CANCER RESEARCH CENTER

Tel: (360) 336-9587
(800) 253-0253
Fax: (360) 336-5490
e-mail:craigw@skagitarch.com
www.skagitarch.com
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■ UNITED AIRLINES RED CARPET ROOM
Portland/PDX
■ WHATCOM COUNTY COURTHOUSE
■ ZYMOGENETICS
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GENERAL INFORMATION

Skagit Architectural Millwork is
Quality Certified “Premium” by the
ArchitecturalWoodwork Institute.

WARRANTY INFORMATION
All of products we provide include the
provision of complete shop drawings and details.
When approved by the owner and/or architect,
they constitute the agreement that they
represent the work to be performed.
All work so performed will be warranted for
the period of one year to be free of defective
materials and/or workmanship.
Extended warranties can be negotiated.
Samples are available: Samples are
provided as part of the submittal process
under the same parameters as the shop
drawing process.
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BASE

SQUARE STOCK BASE
1/2”, 3/4” OR 1” THICK
2” TO 8” HIGH

SAMB-1001A : 1/2” X 2”
SAMB-1001B : 3/4” X 2”
SAMB-1001C :
1” X 2”

SAMB-1001

SAMB-1001D : 1/2” X 4”
SAMB-1001E : 3/4” X 4”
SAMB-1001F :
1” X 4”

(SEE SIZES AT RIGHT)

SAMB-1001G : 1/2” X 6”
SAMB-1001H : 3/4” X 6”
SAMB-1001 I :
1” X 6”
SAMB-1001J : 1/2” X 8”
SAMB-1001K : 3/4” X 8”
SAMB-1001L :
1” X 8”

RADIUSED TOP BASE
1/2”, 3/4” OR 1” THICK
2” TO 8” HIGH

SAMB-1002A : 1/2” X 2”
SAMB-1002B : 3/4” X 2”
SAMB-1002C :
1” X 2”

SAMB-1002

SAMB-1002D : 1/2” X 4”
SAMB-1002E : 3/4” X 4”
SAMB-1002F :
1” X 4”

(SEE SIZES AT RIGHT)

SAMB-1002G 1/2” X 6”
SAMB-1002H : 3/4” X 6”
SAMB-1002 I :
1” X 6”
SAMB-1002J : 1/2” X 8”
SAMB-1002K : 3/4” X 8”
SAMB-1002L :
1” X 8”
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Custom profiles available in any
species of wood. Call for quotes.
Drawings show actual size.

BASE

Custom profiles available in any
species of wood. Call for quotes.
Drawings show actual size.

SAMB-1003

SAMB-1004

SAMB-1005

SAMB-1006
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BASE
Custom profiles available in any
species of wood. Call for quotes.
Drawings show actual size.

SAMB-1007

SAMB-1008

SAMB-1009
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BASE

SAMB-1010

SAMB-1011

SAMB-1012

Custom profiles available in any
species of wood. Call for quotes.
Drawings show actual size.
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BASE
Custom profiles available in any
species of wood. Call for quotes.
Drawings show actual size.

SAMB-1013

SAMB-1014

SAMB-1015

8
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BASE

SAMB-1016

SAMB-1017

SAMB-1018

Custom profiles available in any
species of wood. Call for quotes.
Drawings show actual size.
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BASE

SAMB-1019

SAMB-1020

SAMB-1021
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Custom profiles available in any
species of wood. Call for quotes.
Drawings show actual size.

BASE

SAMB-1022

SAMB-1023

SAMB-1024

Custom profiles available in any
species of wood. Call for quotes.
Drawings show actual size.
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BASE
Custom profiles available in any
species of wood. Call for quotes.
Drawings show actual size.

SAMB-1025

SAMB-1026

SAMB-1027
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BASE

SAMB-1028

SAMB-1029

Custom profiles available in any
species of wood. Call for quotes.
Drawings show actual size.
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BASE SHOE
SAMBS-1001

SAMBS-1002
SAMBS-1003

BASE CAP

SAMBC-1001

SAMBC-1003
SAMBC-1005

SAMBC-1002
SAMBC-1004

14
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Custom profiles available in any
species of wood. Call for quotes.
Drawings show actual size.

CASING

SQUARE STOCK CASING1/2”, 3/4”, OR 1” THICK,
2” TO 4” WIDE

SAMCS-1001
(SEE SIZES AT RIGHT)

SAMCS-1001A : 1/2” X 2”
SAMCS-1001B : 3/4” X 2”
SAMCS-1001C :
1” X 2”
SAMCS-1001D : 1/2” X 3”
SAMCS-1001E : 3/4” X 3”
SAMCS-1001F :
1” X3”
SAMCS-1001G : 1/2” X 4”
SAMCS-1001H : 3/4” X 4”
SAMCS-1001 I :
1” X 4”

SAMCS-1002

Custom profiles available in any
species of wood. Call for quotes.
Drawings show actual size.
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SAMCS-1003
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CASING

SAMCS-1004

SAMCS-1006

SAMCS-1005
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Custom profiles available in any
species of wood. Call for quotes.
Drawings show actual size.

CASING

SAMCS-1007

SAMCS-1008

SAMCS-1009

Custom profiles available in any
species of wood. Call for quotes.
Drawings show actual size.
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CASING
Custom profiles available in any
species of wood. Call for quotes.
Drawings show actual size.

SAMCS-1010

SAMCS-1011

SAMCS-1012

18
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CASING

SAMCS-1013

SAMCS-1014

Custom profiles available in any
species of wood. Call for quotes.
Drawings show actual size.
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CASING BACK BAND

SAMBB-1001

SAMBB-1002

SAMBB-1003

20
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Custom profiles available in any
species of wood. Call for quotes.
Drawings show actual size.

CHAIR RAIL

SAMCR-1001

SAMCR-1002

SAMCR-1003

Custom profiles available in any
species of wood. Call for quotes.
Drawings show actual size.
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CHAIR RAIL

SAMCR-1004

SAMCR-1005

SAMCR-1006
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Custom profiles available in any
species of wood. Call for quotes.
Drawings show actual size.

CHAIR RAIL

SAMCR-1007

SAMCR-1008

SAMCR-1009

Custom profiles available in any
species of wood. Call for quotes.
Drawings show actual size.
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CHAIR RAIL
Custom profiles available in any
species of wood. Call for quotes.
Drawings show actual size.

SAMCR-1010

SAMCR-1011
SAMCR-1012

24
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CHAIR RAIL

SAMCR-1013
SAMCR-1014
SAMCR-1015

Custom profiles available in any
species of wood. Call for quotes.
Drawings show actual size.
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CHAIR RAIL

SAMCR-1016

SAMCR-1017

SAMCR-1018

26
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Custom profiles available in any
species of wood. Call for quotes.
Drawings show actual size.

CHAIR RAIL

SAMCR-1019

SAMCR-1020

SAMCR-1021

Custom profiles available in any
species of wood. Call for quotes.
Drawings show actual size.
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CHAIR RAIL

SAMCR-1022

SAMCR-1023

SAMCR-1024
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Custom profiles available in any
species of wood. Call for quotes.
Drawings show actual size.

CROWN MOULD

SAMCM-1001

SAMCM-1002

SAMCM-1003

Custom profiles available in any
species of wood. Call for quotes.
Drawings show actual size.
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CROWN MOULD

SAMCM-1004

SAMCM-1005

SAMCM-1006

SAMCM-1007
SAMCM-1009
SAMCM-1008

30
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Custom profiles available in any
species of wood. Call for quotes.
Drawings show actual size.

CROWN MOULD

SAMCM-1010

SAMCM-1011

SAMCM-1012

Custom profiles available in any
species of wood. Call for quotes.
Drawings show actual size.
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SAMCM-1013
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CROWN MOULD

SAMCM-1015

SAMCM-1014

SAMCM-1016
SAMCM-1017

32
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Custom profiles available in any
species of wood. Call for quotes.
Drawings show actual size.

CROWN MOULD

SAMCM-1018

SAMCM-1019

Custom profiles available in any
species of wood. Call for quotes.
Drawings show actual size.
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CROWN MOULD
Custom profiles available in any
species of wood. Call for quotes.
Drawings show actual size.

SAMCM-1020

SAMCM-1021

SAMCM-1022

34
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PICTURE RAIL

SAMPR-1001

SAMPR-1002

SAMPR-1003

SAMPR-1004

SAMPR-1005

SAMPR-1006

Custom profiles available in any
species of wood. Call for quotes.
Drawings show actual size.
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HANDRAIL

SAMHR-1001

SAMHR-1002

36
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Custom profiles available in any
species of wood. Call for quotes.
Drawings show actual size.

HANDRAIL

SAMHR-1003
SAMHR-1004

SAMHR-1005

Custom profiles available in any
species of wood. Call for quotes.
Drawings show actual size.
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HANDRAIL

SAMHR-1006

SAMHR-1007

SAMHR-1008
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Custom profiles available in any
species of wood. Call for quotes.
Drawings show actual size.

HANDRAIL

SAMHR-1009

SAMHR-1010

SAMHR-1011

Custom profiles available in any
species of wood. Call for quotes.
Drawings show actual size.
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BRICK MOULD

SAMBM-1001

SAMBM-1002

40
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Custom profiles available in any
species of wood. Call for quotes.
Drawings show actual size.

OUTSIDE CORNER

SAMOC-1001

SAMOC-1002
SAMOC-1003

SAMOC-1004

Custom profiles available in any
species of wood. Call for quotes.
Drawings show actual size.
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WINDOW STOOL

SAMWS-1001

SAMWS-1002

SAMWS-1003

SAMWS-1004

42
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Custom profiles available in any
species of wood. Call for quotes.
Drawings show actual size.

STOPS

SAMST-1001

SAMST-1002

SAMST-1003

SAMST-1004

SAMST-1005

Custom profiles available in any
species of wood. Call for quotes.
Drawings show actual size.
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BAR RAIL

SAMBR-1001

SAMBR-1002

SAMBR-1003

44
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Custom profiles available in any
species of wood. Call for quotes.
Drawings show actual size.

WAINSCOT

SAMWC-1001

SAMWC-1002

SAMWC-1003

Custom profiles available in any
species of wood. Call for quotes.
Drawings show actual size.
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WAINSCOT CAP

SAMWP-1001

SAMWP-1002

SAMWP-1003

46
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Custom profiles available in any
species of wood. Call for quotes.
Drawings show actual size.

WAINSCOT CAP

SAMWP-1004

SAMWP-1005

Custom profiles available in any
species of wood. Call for quotes.
Drawings show actual size.
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GLOSSARY: Millwork Terms
AIR DRIED—wood seasoned by exposure to the
atmosphere, in the open or under cover, without
artificial heat; varying percentages of moisture
content can exist in “air dried” wood; also “air
seasoned.”
ANNUAL GROWTH RING—a tree’s growth layer
added during a single growth year, including
springwood and summerwood; the discontinuity
of cell size between summer growth and that of
the following spring resulting in a so-called “ring.”
BAND MOULDING—a flat decorative or protective
strip that is flush or raised above the surface; a
moulding somewhat similar to a panel moulding as
well as an apron profile: used to trim mantels, china
cabinets, etc.; “Band Board” is similar to fascia.
BAR MOULDING—a rabbeted moulding used as
nosing for a counter corner, specifically a bar; also
bar nosing.
BASE—a moulding applied around the perimeter
of a room at the point of intersection of the walls
and finish floor; base shoe is generally used with it,
forming a two-member base; also baseboard,
mopboard or skirting.
Base block—see Plinth Block.
Base shoe—see Shoe.
Base shoe corner—a moulding applied in the
corner of a room in lieu of mitring base shoe
moulding; eliminates the collecting of dust in the
corner; also corner block.
Base moulding—a relatively small moulding
applied to the top of the base; when and with a
two-member base it forms a three-member base;
also base cap.

BEAD—a semicircular or rounded profile worked
on wood; also a small moulding to secure glass
and panels to doors, hence “glass bead.”
Corner bead—a moulding used to protect
corners, especially plaster corners; also corner
guard, corner moulding, outside corner.
BENT RADIUS MOULDING—moulding which is
bent to conform to a required profile, e.g. the cove
moulding on a circle-end starting stair tread; such
moulding may be bent or curved by one of several
methods.
BEVEL—to cut to an angle other than a right
angle, such as the edge of a board or door.
BEVELLED EDGE—an edge of the door which
forms an angle of less that 90 degrees with the
wide face of the door, such as a 3-degree bevelled
edge.
BLEEDING—exudation or the coming to the
surface of resin or pitch in some species of wood,
usually due to temperature and solvents contained
in wood finishes.
BRICK MOULDING—a moulding of window and
exterior door frames that abuts the exterior facing
material of the structure; serves as (1) the
boundary moulding for brick or other siding
material; (2) forms a rabbet for the screens and/or
storm sash or combination door; also staff mould,
staff bed, staff bead, brick casing.
BULLNOSE—the rounded end or edge of a wood
member, e.g. “bullnose starting stair tread”; often
used interchangeably with the term “nosed.”
BURL—twisted grain in wood surrounding the
centers of undeveloped buds; usually present in
trees as a tumorous growth.

Pilaster base—see Plinth Block.
Three-member base—a base assembly formed
by combining a base moulding with a two-member
base.
Two-member base—see Base.
BATTEN—a moulding run to a pattern on both
edges or surfaced four sides to conceal the joint
of two adjacent boards in the same place; also
“batts”; see Door.
Reversible batten—a batten square edge on
one face and reeded or beaded on the reverse.
BAY WINDOW—three or more individual windows
projecting from the wall in a gently curved contour.
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CAP MOULDING—a moulding sometimes used
in conjunction with window or door head casing
in order to elaborate on the simple trim design.
CASED OPENING—an interior opening without
a door that is finished with jambs and trim.
CASING—moulded or surfaced-four-sides pieces
of various widths and thicknesses for trimming out
door and window openings; casing may be
classified as “exterior” or “interior” as far as window
and exterior door frames are concerned; also
classified as “side” or “head” casing.
Door casing—same as “casing”; may be ‘interior”
or “exterior” door casing; “exterior” door casing
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installed only on the outside of exterior door frames,
especially wood facing wood frame exterior walls;
forms with the door jamb the rabbet for the
combination or screen door.
Exterior casing (outside casing)—casing to trim
the exterior or window and exterior door frames,
to serve as the boundary moulding for the siding
material, and to form a rabbet with the blind stop
or jamb for the screen, storm sash, blind, shutter
or combination door; exterior casing is most
commonly used on wood facing wood frame
exterior walls; three pieces of exterior casing are
used for each frame, namely two side and one
head; also exterior or outside lining.
Head casing—the horizontal casing across the
top of the window or door opening.
Interior casing (inside casing)—casing to trim
the interior of the window and door frames; three
pieces of casing are required, namely two of side
casing and one of head; also “window or door
interior casing”; also inside lining.
Window casing—same as “casing”; may be
“interior” or “exterior” window casing; exterior
window casing is most commonly installed on
window frames for wood facing wood frame
exterior walls; forms with the blind stop the rabbet
for the storm sash or screen.
CHAIR RAIL—an interior double-stuck moulding
originally intended to be applied along the wall of
a room to prevent the chair from marring the wall;
sometimes used as “hook strip,” batten and
“wainscot cap”; also dado moulding, dado rail.
CHAMFER—a corner of a board bevelled at a
45-degree angle; two boards butt-jointed and with
chamfered edges form a “V” joint or right angle.
CORNICE MOULDINGS—mouldings such
as crown, bed and cove applied in cornice
construction.
CONCEALED NAILING—a technique of
installation whereby a member of a structure
does not expose the nail which secures it; e.g.
an extension blind stop provides concealed nailing
for a window unit.
CORNER BLOCKS, MOULDED—square blocks
used in lieu of mitring the side and head casing;
“turns the corner” for door and window casing.
COVE MOULDING—a moulding with a concave
profile used primarily where two members meet
at a right angle; a rounded inside corner; opposite
to a bullnose; also scotia, cavetto, ceiling cornice.

Millwork Terms: GLOSSARY
CROWN MOULDING—a sprung moulding used
where two surfaces meet at an angle; usually
applied wherever a larger angle is to be covered;
also cornice moulding.

FILLER STRIP—in factory-built kitchen cabinets,
strips inserted between wall cabinets and walls
or between base cabinets and appliances or
between cabinets.

DADO—a rectangular groove cut across the
grain of a wood member; in contrast to plough
(plow), which is cut with or parallel to the grain;
in wainscot, the wide portion just above the base.

FINISH—the “interior or exterior finish” of a
structure; the “finish” or “actual” size of a piece
of lumber; the protective coating given a wood
member; upper or select grades of softwood
lumber; an ambiguous term.

DOWEL—a wood peg or pin used to strengthen
a wood joint; dowelled construction.
DRIP CAP—a moulding to direct water away
from a non-masonry-faced structure so as to
prevent seepage under the exterior facing
material; usually employed over window and
exterior door frames and sometimes around the
perimeter of the structure immediately above the
foundation wall; also “water table.”

FIRE RETARDANT TREATMENT—impregnation
of wood by fire-retardant chemicals to increase
its fire resistance by (1) retarding the normal
increase in temperature under fire conditions,
(2) decreasing the rate of flame spread, (3)
lessening the rate of flame penetration and
(4) making fires more easy to extinguish.
This treatment will have an effect on the
appearance of the finish.

HARDBOARD—a board material manufactured
of wood fibre, refined or partly refined and formed
into a panel having a density range of approximately 50 to 80 pounds per cubic foot under
carefully controlled optimum combinations of
consolidating pressure, heat and moisture so that
the board produced has a characteristic natural
ligneous bond; other materials may be added
during manufacture to improve certain properties
such as stiffness, hardness, finishing qualities,
strength and durability; the smaller-size wood
particles used in hardboard manufacture is the
essential difference between this material and
particleboard.

GRAIN—arrangement and direction of alignment
of wood elements of fibres, e.g. straight grain,
spiral grain; used loosely to indicate “texture.”

HARDWOOD—one of the botanical groups of
trees that has broad leaves in contrast to the
needle-like leaves of the conifers or softwoods;
hardwoods are (1) deciduous (shed their leaves
in the fall or at the end of each growing season),
(2) have shorter-length wood fibres than
softwoods, (3) contain cells (vessels) of relatively
large diameters (in addition to the wood fibres)
and (4) have seeds enclosed by an ovary.

Coarse grain—a commonly used term denoting
wood with wide conspicuous annual growth rings
in which there is considerable difference between
springwood and summerwood.

HEARTWOOD—the wood extending from the
pith or center of the tree to the sapwood, the cells
of which no longer participate in the life
processes of the tree.

Wood edge band—a separate strip of wood,
not less that 1/2 inch thick (12.7 mm) applied
either to the edges of the stile or rails or directly
to the edges of the core.

Cross grain—wood fibres deviate from a
direction parallel to the axis of a tree.

High pressure decorative laminate edge
band—a separate strip of high-pressure
decorative laminate, applied to the edges of
the stile or rail.

Flat grain—annual growth rings which form an
angle of less than 45 degrees with the surface of
a piece of wood; also “slash grain,” “plain grain”
or “flat sawn.”

HOLLOW-BACK—to groove or remove a portion
of the wood on the unexposed face of a wood
member to more properly fit any irregularity in
bearing surface; conserves on transportation
charges; assists in prevention of warping and
allows a moulding more or less warped to hug
the jamb and plaster more closely; also “backed
out.”

FASCIA (facia)—a wood member, surfaced four
sides, used for the outer face of a “box cornice”
where it is nailed to the ends of the rafters and
“lookouts”; sometimes refers to the “face” of a
mantel.

Mixed grain—any combination of edge (vertical)
and flat grain.

EASED EDGE—a corner rounded or shaped to a
slight radius to lessen splintering and paint failure;
is not machined from an appearance standpoint,
as in “round edge,” but rather from a utility
standpoint.
EDGE BAND—a strip along the outside edges of
the two sides and/or top and bottom of the door.

FIBREBOARD—a broad term used to describe
wood sheet material of widely varying densities
manufactured or refined of partly refined wood
fibres; usually manufactured by the “wet process”
whereby the wood fibres are put into suspension
and pressed into a board.
FILL (Putty Repairs)—a repair to an open defect,
usually made with fast-drying plastic putty.
Should be well made with non-shrinking putty of
a color matching the surrounding area of the
wood. To be flat and level with the face and panel,
and to be sanded after application and drying.

Edge grain—see Vertical Grain.

HOOK STRIP—a wood member, moulded or
surfaced four sides, nailed along the walls of a
closet to support clothes hooks; see Chair Rail.

Rift grain—generally refers to “edge” or
“vertical” grain; “rift sawn” when referring to
hardwoods implies that the annual growth rings
make an angle of 30 – 60 degrees with the faces
of the board; “rift sawn” hardwoods, in such
species as white oak, produce a figure where the
saw cuts across the rays at an angle, producing
pencil-like stripes with no large, quartered flakes.

JOINERY—the work, trade or skill of a carpenter,
especially one who works on interior woodwork;
a joiner.

Vertical grain—annual growth rings which form
an angle of 45 degrees or more with the surface
of a piece of wood; also “edge grain”; known as
“quarter sawn” when referring to hardwood
lumber.

Blind mortise-and-tenon joint—a mortiseand-tenon joint in which the tenon does not
extend through the mortise and does not remain
visible once the joint is completed; also “blind
tenoned.”

JOINT—the joining of two pieces of wood by
nails, glue, adhesives or other means; may be
joined end to end, edge to edge, end to edge, or
end to face; also glue of wood joint.

Butt joint—a joint formed by square edge
surfaces (ends, edges, faces) coming together;
end butt joint, edge butt joint.
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Coped joint—a joint at the meeting of moulded
members.
Dado joint—a rectangular groove across the
grain of a wood member into which the end of
the joining member is inserted; also a housed
joint; variations include “dado and tenon” and
“stopped dado” joints.
Dovetail joint—a joint formed by inserting
a projecting wedge-shaped member (dovetail
tenon) into a correspondingly shaped cutout
member (dovetail mortise); variation include
the “dovetailed dado.”
Edge joint—a joint formed by joining together
the edges of wood members; the edges may be
square edge (plain edge joint) or machined
(tongue and groove, dowelled); edge butt joints
sometime termed “rubbed” joint.
End joint—a joint formed by the ends of wood
members; the more common end joint is the
“finger joint.”
Finger joint—a series of fingers machined in
the ends of two pieces to be joined, which mesh
together and are held firmly in position by a
water-resistant adhesive.
Lap joint—a joint formed by extending (lapping)
the joining part of one member over the joining
part of the other member; also “shiplap,”
“shouldered rabbet” or “plain rabbet” joint.
Locked-mitre joint—a mitre joint employing a
tongue and groove working to further strengthen
the joint.
Lock sill joint—formed by dadoing the side
jamb and sill of a window frame.
Mitre joint—the joining of two members
at an angle that bisects the angle of junction.
Mortise-and-tenon joint—a joint formed by
the tenon of one member being inserted into the
mortise of the other member; the tenon may be
secured in the joint by means of steel pins or
nails (pinned mortise and tenon).
Open mortise-and-tenon joint—a mortiseand-tenon joint in which the inserted tenon
extends completely through the mortise and the
end of the tenon remains visible once the joint
is completed; also through or full mortise-andtenon.
Rabbet joint—a joint formed by the rabbet(s) on
one or both members; also rabbeted edge joint;
rabbeted right-angle joint.
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Right-angle joint—a 90-degree joint formed by
end to face, edge to face or edge to end of wood
members; the joint may be formed with the grain,
at right angles or parallel to it.
Scarf joint—an end joint formed by having
the two ends of the members beveled to form
sloping plane surfaces.
Slotted mortise-and-tenon joint—a mortiseand-tenon right-angle joint in which the tenon is
visible on two edges once the joint is completed;
also “bridle” or “slip” joint.
Spline joint—a joint formed by the use of a
spline; also “slip tongue” joint.
Starved joint—a glue joint poorly bonded
because of an insufficient quantity of glue that
remained in the joint.
Stub mortise-and-tenon—see Joint (Blind
Mortise-and-Tenon).
Tongue-and-groove joint—a joint formed
by the insertion of the “tongue” of one wood
member into the “groove” of the other;
modifications include tongue-and-groove rabbet
joint, dado tongue and rabbet, tongued shoulder
joint, dado and rabbet joint, dado and lip joint.
“V” joint—a joint formed by two adjacent
boards in the same plane which have faces with
chamfered edges; the wood joint may be centermatched, butt joint or other working.
KERFING—longitudinal saw cuts or grooves of
varying depths (depended on the thickness of the
wood member) made on the unexposed faces of
millwork members to relieve stress and prevent
warping or to allow insertion of integral
weatherstrip or for spliner in casing or prehung
units.
KNOT—branch or limb embedded in the tree and
cut through during lumber manufacture; size of a
knot is determined by averaging the maximum
length and width.

LAMINATED—layers of veneer or lumber
bonded with an adhesive so that the grain of
all layers is essentially parallel; contrasted to
plywood is which the adjacent layers are usually
at right angles to one other.
LINEAL FOOT—having length only; used in
designating quantities of mouldings; “linear foot,”
or running foot; “lineal” usually designates
nonspecified lengths.
MEDIUM-DENSITY FIBREBOARD (MDF)—the
generic name for a panel manufactured from a
lignocellulosic fibres combined with a synthetic
resin or other suitable binder and bonded
together under heat pressure in a hot press
by a process in which the entire bond is created
by the added binder.
MILLWORK—a term to describe those products
which are primarily manufactured from lumber
in a planing mill or woodworking plant; includes
mouldings, door frames and entrances, blinds
and shutters, sash and window units, doors,
stairwork, kitchen cabinets, mantels, china or
corner cabinets and porch work; woodwork.
Architectural millwork (custom millwork)—
millwork not manufactured in a standard size,
pattern or layout and which must be specially
made in meeting a particular set of specifications.
MOISTURE CONTENT—the amount of water,
usually expressed as a percentage of the weight
of oven-dry wood, contained in wood; obtained
by one or two methods, namely (1) oven-drying
or (2) electric moisture meter.
MORTISE—a notch or slot cut into a member to
receive a projecting part (tenon) of another
member to form a “mortise-and-tenon” joint.
MOULDED—worked into a form or shape and
referring to wood member other than those
“surfaced four sides”; also “stuck.”
MOULDER—a woodworking machine designed
to run mouldings and other wood members with
regular or irregular profiles; a sticker.

Large knot—a knot over 11/2˝ in diameter.

Pin knot—a knot not over 1/2˝ in diameter.

MOULDING—a relatively narrow strip of wood,
usually shaped to a curved profile throughout its
length; used to accent and emphasize the
ornamentation of a structure and to conceal
surface or angel joints.

Small knot—a knot over 1/2˝ but not over
3
/4˝ in diameter.

NOSED—the rounded edge of a wood member;
also “rounded-one edge”; see Nosing.

Medium knot—a knot over 3/4˝ but not over
11/2˝ in diameter.
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OGEE—having an “S”-shaped or reverse curve
profile; the “ogee” arch was pointed with an
“ogee” curve on each side and was prominent
in Gothic architecture; also O.G.; see cyma
recta (cymatium) and cyma reversa (inverted
cymatium).

Interior plywood—plywood with a high degree
of moisture resistance and suitable for construction where its application requires that it shall
retain its original form and practically all of its
strength when occasionally subjected to a
thorough wetting and subsequent normal drying.

PARTICLE BOARD—a formed panel, consisting
of particles of wood flakes, shavings, slivers, etc.,
bonded together with a synthetic resin or other
added binder; the particles are classified by size,
dried to a uniform moisture content, mixed with
binder, mat-formed, compressed to density and
then cured under controlled heat and pressure.

Lumber core plywood—plywood made of
layers of veneer in combination with a lumber
core; lumber cores are seldom less that 3/8˝ in
thickness and give lengthwise stiffness to the
plywood, as well as greater resistance to warping
than “veneer” plywood.

PICTURE MOULDING—a narrow moulding
along the perimeter of the walls near the ceiling
line to support hooks for picture hanging.
PILASTER—a rectangular, circular or semicircular member used as a simulated column in
entrances and other door openings and fireplace
mantels; usually contains base, shaft and capital.
PLANTED MOULDING—a moulding applied
to a surface which projects or remains above it;
“raised moulding”; as opposed to “solid sticking”;
“applied moulding.”
PLINTH BLOCK—a square block at the base of
a pilaster; a block of wood placed at the bottom
of side door casing to terminate the casing as
well as the base; since the door casing and
the bases are moulded, “plinth blocks” offer a
sturdier member and a better appearance; “plinth
blocks” are thicker and wider than the abutting
members; also base block, foot block or pilaster
base.
PLUMB—exactly perpendicular or vertical;
at right angles to the horizon or floor.
PLYWOOD—a crossbanded assembly of layers
of veneer or veneer in combination with a lumber
core or plies joined with an adhesive; the grain of
the adjoining veneer or plies is approximately at
right angles; an odd number of plies is generally
used; two types of plywood are recognized,
“veneer plywood” (layers of veneer only) and
“lumber core plywood” (lumber core with veneers
are plies bonded to it).
Exterior plywood—plywood for outdoor or
marine uses and bonded with adhesive affording
the ultimate in water and moisture resistance.

Veneer plywood—plywood made of layers of
veneer only.
QUARTER-SAWN—applies specifically to
hardwoods; see Grain (Edge, Vertical).
RAISED MOULDING—a moulding not on the
same level or plane as the wood member or
assembly to which it is applied; as contrasted to
“flush moulding.”
RAKE MOULDING—a moulding applied to the
rake or exposed inclined ends of a gable roof;
term is sometimes applied to any moulding
installed in a direction other than horizontal or
vertical; also barge moulding.
RANDOM LENGTHS—unspecified lengths as
contrasted to “specified lengths.”
RE-SAWN—sawn by means of a band saw
as contrasted with circular saw.

Half-round—a moulding whose cross section is
one-half of a circle; also screen moulding, screen
bead, flat half-round.
Quarter-round—a moulding whose cross
section is one-quarter of a circle; sometimes
“carpet strip.”
ROUND EDGE—the corner of a piece shaped to
a radius; generally implies a greater radius than
for an “eased edge”: shaped primarily for
appearance.
ROUT—to groove or hollow out a wood member
with a router, e.g. housed stair stringers; also
“hinge rout” on door.
SANDED—
Belt-sanded—sanded on a “belt sander,” a
machine consisting of a relatively long endless
abrasive belt driven between two rollers and
designed to smooth flat surfaces ready for
finishing; also for sanding millwork, especially
mouldings, with curvilinear profiles.
Drum-sanded—sanded on a “drum sander”;
a drum sander has a power feed similar to a
planer or surfacer and consists of several drums
each covered with a different grade of abrasive,
the coarser drums being first while the final
drum is covered with a fine abrasive; a drum
sander doesn’t produce as fine work as a “belt
sander”; belt sanders are often used after the
drum-sanding operation.
Hand-sanded—non-machine-sanded.

ROSETTE—a turned (usually circular or oval)
decorative wood plaque secured to a plastered
wall and abutted by the end of the stair rail.
ROTARY-CUT FACE VENEER—veneer cut on a
lathe which rotates a log or bolt against a broad
cutting knife; the veneer is cut in a continuous
sheet much the same as paper is unwound from
a roll.
ROUGH OPENING—an unfinished wall or ceiling
opening, where a window or door will be installed.
(Usage—Round Openings are lined by wood
members; the top one is the “header,” the side
ones are the “jack studs,” and the bottom one is
the “rough sill,” also Rough Openings in brick
walls are known as “masonry openings,”)
ROUND—a moulding who profile is one-quarter,
one-half or a full-circle.

Machine-sanded—sanded by one of various
types of sanders or sanding machines, most
common types being the “drum” and the “belt
sander.”
SAPWOOD—the living wood of pale color
(usually white) near the outside of the tree
immediately under the bark.
SCREEN MOULDING—a small moulding of
several different patterns to cover screening
when it is nailed or stapled to the screen frame;
if screen moulding is “flush” with the frame, a
“flush moulded screen”; if raised above the
frame, a “raised moulded screen.”
Beaded screen moulding—screen moulding
with three semicircular beads.

Full-round—see Closet Pole.
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Cloverleaf screen moulding—screen
moulding with a clover-like profile.

Door trim—trim for a door opening usually
consisting of casing.

Flat screen moulding—flat screen moulding
with both edges slightly round or “eased.”

Exterior trim—trim used on the exterior of
a structure.

SCRIBING—drawing a line parallel with an
existing surface; fitting millwork to an irregular
surface.

Interior trim—trim used on the interior of a
structure; sometimes refers to interior finish.

SEASONED—wood which has lost varying
amounts of moisture from a green or partially
dry condition, such moisture loss having been
accomplished either by “air seasoning” or “kiln
drying”; an indefinite term; see Dry.
SHOE—a moulding installed at the base of
various members of a structure.
Base shoe—a small narrow moulding running
around the perimeter of a room where the base
meets the finish floor; also “shoe moulding” and
floor mould; see Carpet Strip.
SOFTWOOD—one of the botanical groups of
trees that has persistent needle-like or scale-like
leaves; softwoods are evergreen (only three
important native species being deciduous), have
longer-length fibres than hardwoods, do not
contain vessels and have seeds naked; also
known as “cone bearers” or “conifers.”

Running trim—interior or exterior trim ordered
in linear or lineal measurement and which
extends for runs around the perimeter of a room
or structure; as opposed to standing trim.
Side of trim—trim required to finish one side
of a door or window opening.
Standing trim—interior or exterior trim around
window and door openings.
WAINSCOT—a lower interior wall surface
(usually 3 to 4 feet above the floor) that contrasts
with the wall surface above it; an interior wall
composed of two different interior wall surfaces
one above the other.
WOODWORK—used interchangeably with
Millwork; may apply to anything made of wood.

BACK SPLASH—the extension of a counter top
material up the wall in order to protect it; cove
construction is most commonly employed.
CASEWORK—all the parts that constitute a
finished case or cabinet, inclusive of doors,
drawers and shelves; “casework” implies work
which is three-dimensional.
COUNTER—top or working surface or a base
kitchen cabinet.
FURRING (STRIP)—narrow strips of wood
spaced to form a nailing base for another surface;
furring is used to level, to form an air space
between the two surfaces, especially in damp
situations, and to give a thicker appearance to
the base surface.
KITCHEN CABINET—case or box-like assembly
consisting of doors, drawers and shelves primarily
used for storage of food, utensils, linen, cleaning
devices and the like.
Base corner cabinet—a base kitchen
cabinet which makes use of corner space
at the intersection of two lines of cabinets.
Base kitchen cabinet—kitchen cabinet resting
on the floor and providing storage and counter
space, access to which is provided by doors
and/or drawers.

SPECIFIED LENGTHS—specific lengths as
contrasted to “random” or assorted lengths;
see Random Lengths.
SPLINE—a small strip of wood that fits into a
groove or slot of both members to form a joint;
the “groove” into which a spline fits; a small
piece of metal, often corrugated, driven into two
members at the joint to strengthen it, especially
mitre joints.

Built-in kitchen cabinet —soffit-high kitchen
cabinet to accommodate oven or refrigerator.
Custom-built kitchen cabinet—a term
generally applied to a kitchen cabinet that was
not prefabricated or manufactured in a factory;
also cabinets not considered to be available from
any existing inventory; as opposed to “factorybuilt” kitchen cabinet.

TELEGRAPHING—visible irregularities in
the surface of the face of plywood caused by
corresponding irregularities in the underlaying
plies such as core laps, voids, or extraneous
matter.

Drawer-unit base kitchen cabinet—a base
kitchen cabinet consisting entirely of drawers.

TEXTURE—size and arrangement of wood cells,
and classified as fine or coarse texture; for the
most part, those woods with the smaller-diameter
cells are finer-texture.

Island base kitchen cabinet—a base kitchen
cabinet entirely removed from any row of kitchen
cabinets; two cabinet ends are exposed.

TRIM—millwork primarily mouldings and/or
trim to finish-off (trim around) window and door
openings, fireplaces, walls and other members.
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Peninsula base kitchen cabinet—a base
kitchen cabinet which extends outward at right
angles from a row of base cabinets and presents
one exposed end.
Wall kitchen cabinet—a kitchen cabinet
attached to wall or suspended from ceiling for
providing kitchen storage.
KITCHEN WORK CENTER—one of the three
principal work areas in which a kitchen is
organized: “work centers” are (1) food storage,
(2) food preparation and (3) range.
SCRIBING—drawing a line parallel with an
existing surface; fitting millwork to an irregular
surface.
SHIM—a thin strip of wood, sometimes wedgeshaped, for plumbing or levelling wood members,
especially door and window frames.
SOFFIT—the under side of a box cornice; in
kitchens, the lowered ceiling directly above the
top of the wall cabinets which seals off cabinet
space too high to utilize; known as “drop ceiling,”
“furred-down ceiling,” or “furred ceiling”; also
plancier.
TOE SPACE—a recessed space at the floor line
of a base kitchen cabinet to enable one to more
closely approach it.

Stair Terms
Baluster—square or turned spindle-like vertical
stair members supporting the stair rail.
Dovetail baluster—a baluster with a dove-tail
base for attachment to the stair tread.
Flat baluster—relatively thin slat-like sawn
baluster.
Pin-turned baluster—a baluster with a dowellike base to fit the bored hole of the stair tread.
Square baluster (baluster stock)—a square
baluster which is surfaced four sides and
primarily used for exterior balustrades; usually
inventoried in lineal footage (non-specified
lengths).
Turned baluster—a baluster which has been
turned or shaped on a lathe.
BALUSTRADE—a railing consisting of a series
of balusters resting on a base, usually the treads,
and supporting a continuous horizontal stair or
hand rail; also applies to a roof and known as
“belvedere”, see Belvedere.
NEWEL—the main post at the start of a stairs
and the stiffening post at the landing; a stair
newel.

VENEER—a thin sheet or layer of wood, usually
rotary cut, sliced or sawn from a log, bolt or flitch;
thickness may vary 1/100 to 1/4 of an inch; also
skin, ply, veneer ply.

NOSED—the rounded edge of a wood member;
also “round one edge”; see Nosing.

Face veneer—the veneer or ply used on the
exposed side of plywood; the exposed veneer
surfaces of a veneered door.

NOSING—in stairwork, the rounded edge of the
stair tread which projects beyond the face of the
riser; “tread nosing”; also applied to the rounded
edge of a wood member, “nosed one edge” or
“nosed two edges”, see Sill; Tread (Landing).

Rotary cut veneer—see Rotary-Cut Face
Veneer.
Sawn veneer—veneer produced by sawing.
Sliced veneer—veneer that is sliced off a bolt,
log or flitch with a knife.

Return nosing—the nosing of an open stair
tread that continues around to the open end(s) of
the stairs; the return nosing is applied to the open
end(s) of the stair tread and mitred to the nosing
of the tread.

STAIR CARRIAGE—a rough structural stair
member (stringer) which is cut out to receive the
treads and risers, stair carriages may or may not
be used in stair construction; “stair carriages” are
nonexposed structural supporting members of the
finished stairs; also “rough stair stringer,” “horse”
or “springing tree.”
STAIR CROOKS—irregularly shaped stair rail
which when properly joined to straight run of
stair rail completes the handrail of the balustrade.
Also referred to as fittings.
STAIR FLIGHT—a series of steps unbroken by a
landing that extends from (1) one main floor level
to a landing, (2) landing to landing, (3) landing to
main floor level or (4) main floor level to main
floor level; a stairs or stairway may consist of
one or more flights.
OPEN STAIRS—a stairs having one or both
sides open to a hall or room and containing a
balustrade; open stairs are “right” or “left” hand
open or “open both sides” depending on the
location of the open or nonwalled side(s) as one
observes the stairs from the bottom level; also
“open string stairs.”
STAIR STRINGER—the inclined side of a stairs
that supports the treads and risers; also “stair
string.”
Bullnose starting step—similar to “half-circle
starting step.”
Half-circle starting step—a starting step with
a one-half circle on one or both ends; also “circle
end.”
Quarter-circle starting step—a starting step
with a one-quarter circle on one or both ends.
Reversible starting step—a starting step that
can be employed for either a right-hand or lefthand open stairs.

STAIR BRACKET—thin decorative wood
member nailed to the face of an open stair
stringer immediately under the return nosing
of each stair tread; “scroll bracket.”
STAIRCASE—same as “stairs,” especially when
a balustrade is included.
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Door & Window Terms
APRON—a piece of horizontal sash or window
trim applied against the wall immediately below
the stool; serves to conceal the joint made by
the sash or window frame sill and plaster on the
interior finish surface.
ASTRAGAL—an interior moulding attached to
one of a pair of doors or sash in order to prevent
swinging through; also used with sliding doors to
insure tighter fitting where the doors meet; also a
small semi-circular moulding or bead encircling
a column or post below the capital or cap.
Flat astragal—a non-rabbeted astragal applied
to swing doors; the astragal is applied to the face
of the meeting stile of one of the doors.
T astragal—an astragal, T-like in shape, which
is rabbeted to the approximate thickness of the
swinging door.
BACKBAND—a narrow rabbeted moulding
applied to the outside corner and edge of interior
window and door casing to create a “heavy trim”
appearance; increases both ornamentation and
width of the trim.
BUTT—a door “hinge,” one leaf being mortised
or routed into the door frame jamb and the other
into the edge of the door; incorrectly called a
“butt hinge” as the term “hinge” is usually applied
to one which is attached to the surface of a door
rather than to its edge such as a strap or T-hinge;
“butt” consists of the round central part (knuckle),
flat portions (leaves or flaps), and the “pin” which
is inserted into the “knuckle”; “pin” can be loose
pin butt (removable) or “fast” (non-removable).
BUTT JOINT—a joint formed by square edge
surfaces (ends, edges, faces) coming together;
end butt joint, edge butt joint.
CASING—moulded or surfaced-four-sides pieces
of various widths and thicknesses for trimming
out door and window openings; casing may be
classified as “exterior” or “interior” as far as
window and exterior door frames are concerned;
also classified as “side” or “head” casing.

Door casing—same as “casing”; may be
“interior” or “exterior” door casing; “exterior” door
casing installed only on the outside of exterior
door frames, especially wood facing wood frame
exterior walls; forms with the door jamb the
rabbet for the combination or screen door.
Exterior casing (outside casing)—casing to trim
the exterior of window and exterior door frames,
to serve as the boundary moulding for the siding
material, and to form a rabbet with the blind stop
or jamb for the screen, storm sash, blind, shutter
or combination door; exterior casing is most
commonly used on wood facing wood frame
exterior walls; three pieces of exterior casing are
used for each frame, namely two side and one
head; also exterior or outside lining.
Head casing—the horizontal casing across the
top of the window or door casing.
Interior casing (inside casing)—casing to trim
the interior of window and door frames; three
pieces of casing are required, namely two of side
casing and one of head; also “window or door
interior casing”; also inside lining.
Window casing—same as “casing”; may be
“interior” or “exterior” window casing; exterior
window casing is most commonly installed on
window frames for wood facing wood frame
exterior walls; forms with the blind stop the
rabbet for the storm sash or screen.
CORE (Solid)—the innermost layer of section
in flush door construction. Typical constructions
are as follows:
Wood block—a solid core of wood blocks
or strips.
Particleboard—a solid core of wood or other
lignocellulose particles bonded together with a
suitable binder, cured under heat and pressed
into a rigid panel in a flat platen press.
CORE (Hollow)—a core assembly of strips or
other units of wood, wood derivative, or insulation
board with intervening hollow cells or spaces
which support the outer faces.
Typical constructions are as follows:
Divided lights—window or door panes
separated by bars and muntins.
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DOOR—a millwork assembly of stiles, rails and
panels which swings, slides, tilts up or folds in
order to close an opening in a wall or cabinet;
may be exterior or interior, flush or panel type.
Bypass sliding door—one of two or more
sliding doors that bypasses another door(s) in a
door opening in a horizontal direction; a complete
unit for such a door can be obtained consisting of
two side jambs, header assembly with door track
attached and necessary hardwood for hanging
doors (doors may or may not be included);
conserves space due to the exclusion of a
required swing space.
Dutch door—a door, usually exterior, with an
upper and lower section that can be opened
separately.
French door—an interior or exterior door
consisting of stiles, top and bottom rail and
divided glass panels or lights; often used in
pairs; “casement” or “terrace” door.
DOOR BEVEL—the bevel on the stile edge (lock
edge) of a door, so that the door may swing free
of the door frame; bevel is approximately 3
degrees toward door stop.
DOOR CLEARANCE—the space between the
edge of a door and the door frame which enables
the door to properly operate.
DOOR FACE—the wide flat surface of a door.
DOOR FRAME—a group of wood parts
machined and assembled to form an enclosure
and support for a door; door frames are classified
as exterior and interior door frames.
DOOR JAMB—the part of a door frame which
surrounds and contacts the edge of the stiles
and top rail of a door; jambs may be classified
as (1) “head” or “side” jambs and (2) “plain” or
“rabbeted.”
Plain door jamb—a jamb surfaced four sides
to which a wood surface is applied.
Rabbeted door jamb—a jamb with a rabbet
on one or more edges; if both edges “doublerabbeted door jamb”; if one edge “plain rabbeted
door jamb.”

Door & WIndow Terms: GLOSSARY
DOOR PANEL—a sheet of thin lumber, plywood
or composition material inserted into the frame
formed by the stiles, rails and mullions of a door.
Bevelled raised door panel—a raised door
panel with the edges of the raised face at an
angle of approximately 30 to 45 degrees.
Flat door panel—a door panel consisting
of a flat piece of plywood, solid wood or other
material; contrasted to “raised door panel.”
Raised door panel—a door panel whose face(s)
is raised above the panel edges which are
moulded and shaped to fit in the grooves of the
door stiles and rails; contrasted to “flat panel.”
DOOR SKIN—face panel (usually two or more
plies) of a flush door.
FIRE-RATED DOORS—a door which has been
constructed in such a manner that when installed
in an assembly and tested it will pass ASTM
E-152 “Fire Test of Door Assemblies,” and can be
rated as resisting fire for 20 minutes (1/3 hour),
30 minutes (1/2 hour), 45 minutes (3/4 hour) (C),
1 hour (B), or 11/2 hours (B). The door must be
tested and carry an identifying label from a
qualified testing and inspection agency.
FLUSH DOOR—a door consisting of a core,
crossbanding and flat face veneers or a core
and flat face veneers only.

Right hand—door butts or hinges on right side
of person with door swinging away from him.

SILL—lower, horizontal member of a window
or door frame.

Right-hand reverse—same as right hand
except door swings towards person.

Main sill and undersill—an upper thinner
member of a two piece window sill resting on top
of a thicker lower member (formerly subsill).

HANG—fitting a door to its opening or frame and
installing the hardware essential for its operation.
LOCK BLOCK—a solid or glued-up block of
wood, the thickness of the hollow-core flush door
stile, which is joined to the inside edge of the stile
and to which the lock is fitted; flush doors have a
lock block on each stile.

Window opening size—the dimensions of
the window frame required to accommodate the
window, in feet and inches.

MUNTIN—a short “bar,” horizontal or vertical,
extending from a bar to a stile, rail or another bar.

Window rough opening size—the size of the
rough frame wall opening to receive the window
or sash unit; given in feet and inches; also “buck
opening.”

Rough opening—the opening formed by the
framing members; buck opening.
PEDIMENT—a low-pitched triangular entrance
head or cap; triangle formed by sloping roof and
horizontal cornice; also may apply to window and
door openings.
PREFITTING—trimming of the door for width
and/or width and height.
RAIL—horizontal member of a window or
door sash.
Bottom rail—the bottom rail of a sash, door,
blind or other panel assembly.

Hollow-core flush door—a flush door with a
core assembly of strips or other units of wood,
wood derivative or insulation board which
supports the outer faces and with intervening
hollow cells or spaces.

Center rail—a rail, approximately at the
midlength point of the frame of a hollow-core
door.

Solid-core flush door—a flush door consisting
of a core of solid wood blocks or strips with
crossbanding and face veneers or face veneers

Diagonal rail—a diagonal rail of a crossbuck or
sawbuck of a panel or sash door; see Crossbuck.

HAND—a term describing the swinging direction
of a door as one stands of the side of the door
from which security is desired, namely the
outside.
Left hand—door butts or hinges on left side
of person with door swinging away from him.
Left-hand reverse—same as left hand except
door swings toward person.

Threshold sill—a door sill with the threshold
worked on it.

Cross rail—the rail of a door.

Door rail—the cross or horizontal members
of the framework of a door.
Intermediate rail—a rail of a door located
between the top and bottom rails.
Kick rail—a rail located approximately 10 – 12
inches from the bottom of a hollow-core flush
door frame; used primarily on institutional doors.

SLAT—a thin narrow strip of wood used in door
and window blinds, doors and transoms; a louvre.
STILE—the upright or vertical outside pieces of
a sash, door, blind or screen; “style.”
STOOL—a moulded interior trim member serving
as a sash or window frame sill cap; stools may
be “bevelled-rabbeted” or “rabbeted” to receive
the window frame sill or “nonbevelled” or
“nonrabbeted”; some nonbevelled or nonrabbeted
stools include a tongue to fit in the groove of the
window frame sill; also window stool, stool cap.
STOP—a moulding primarily used in window
and door trim.
Door stop—a moulding nailed to the faces of
the door frame jambs to prevent the door from
swinging through; door stops are sometimes
larger in size than window stops although they
are usually interchangeable.
Window stop—a moulding to hold the bottom
sash of a double-hung window in place
(sometimes called “check stop”); the
weatherstripping of the side window jambs has
generally taken over this function, although
window stops are still generally employed in
trimming out windows and sash; also “check
stop.”

Lock rail—the intermediate rail of a door at
lock height.
Top rail—the top rail of a sash, door, blind or
other similar panel assembly.
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STRIKE PLATE—a metal piece mortised into
or fastened to the face of a door frame side jamb
to receive the latch or dead bolt when the door
is closed; also strike.
SWEEP—a rubber or vinyl strip applied to the
bottom of a door to create an effective seal
against the sill (threshold).
THRESHOLD—a wood or aluminum member,
bevelled or tapered on each side, and used with
exterior or interior door frames; classified as
“interior” or “exterior”; also “saddle.”

UNDERCUT—
VENEER—a thin sheet or layer of wood, usually
rotary cut, sliced or sawn from a log, bolt or flitch;
thickness may vary 1/100 to 1/4 of an inch; also
skin, ply, veneer ply.
Face veneer—the veneer or ply used on the
exposed side of plywood; the exposed veneer
surfaces of a veneered door.
Rotary-cut veneer—see Rotary-Cut Face
Veneer.

Interior threshold—a threshold, symmetrically
bevelled, which when installed provides door
clearance for carpeting, ceramic tile and other
floor coverings.

Sawn veneer—veneer produced by sawing.

Exterior threshold—a threshold
nonsymmetrically bevelled (the more gradual
and longer bevel facing the exterior) which,
when secured to the exterior door frame sill
and/or finished floor, prevents water from
driving under the door.

WINDOW JAMB—the part of the window frame
which surrounds and contacts the window or
sash that the frame is intended to support.

Sliced veneer—veneer that is sliced off a bolt,
log or flitch with a knife.

WINDOW TRIM—the mouldings and/or trim
necessary to “finish” or “trim” a sash or window
frame.

TRANSOM—a small opening above a door
separated by a horizontal member (transom bar)
and which usually contains a sash or a louvre
panel hinged to the transom bar; the “transom
bar” or “transom” may act as a door frame head
jamb for the door opening and as a sill for the
transom or may be built up and separated;
“transom” also refers to the “transom bar.”

You may contact us at:
800 North First Street,
PO Box 2297
Mount Vernon, WA 98273
Tel: (360) 336-9587
(800) 253-0253
Fax: (360) 336-5490
e-mail:craigw@skagitarch.com
www.skagitarch.com
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The National Sash and Door Jobbers
Association (NSDJA) consists of
wholesale millwork distributors
around the United States.
This group provides formal
millwork training to its members.
It has graciously allowed us to
reproduce this glossary and
abbreviation guide.
We hope it will assist you
in your millwork research.

